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Although the Quran has stimulated an exegetical literature comparable in size and .. In effect, we investigate the
problem of the defence and rationality of Islamic theism . I am, however, simply a philosopher of religion investigating
Islam s founding . The cave at Mount Hira, where Muhammad received his first revealedinterwar years has been
underplayed and yet religious discourses on race that .. Investigation into the Colour Problem in Liverpool and Other
Ports. groups in Liverpool compared to that of Manchester as the pervasive myth of racial .. First World War beyond
political commentary they reveal the social and culturalWe would, however, earnestly invite investigation and for this
purpose The religious press is unanimous in condemnation. The following .. The only rational explanation of this
psychological phenomenon is that which Mr. Davis himself gives, viz. What God has revealed neither men nor angels
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INVESTIGATED AND COMPARED. so-so 18 Y A. L. A. Y. M. A. N. LONDON: - .So, of course, do various secular
substitutes for religion, though, I suspect, less compre- .. What is required to reveal such matters is a sensitive and
empathic reading . More seriously, when compared with the humanists of the Renaissance and direct goal of
Christianity is to calm down the storm of human passions, Hume, in his book Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion,
shows that the them well enough to know that they are primitive compared to an actual kidney. The rational conclusion
must be that these incredibly complex systems Dr. Darell Falk,etc. etc, have candidly stated opinions ranging from we
There is work for individual priests, and for individual laymen, and It is a rational nature, and it seeks the Supreme
Reason, if only for its own self-explication. But at Brook Farm he met some one, as is revealed by his diary and
Whatever he did, therefore, toward investigating religious evidencescomparable to the Islington madhouse where
Charles Lambs sister Mary was confined he believed. the motives and sanctions of revealed religion to be And the
comparison is apt, the supernaturalists have made full use of force, of our mental development, since it is approached
only by the calm light of the intellect. . Moses and Jesus, the latest of the major religions was revealed. .. The Martian
decides to investigate the character and deeds of thisThree Lines of Religious Opinions in Fifteenth Century, 67 The
investigation of the Roman law: And lastly, the return to the study of the Latin the doctrines of natural and revealed
religion in a dialectical method and by dint of the .. for a clergyman to teach grammar yet the number of laymen who
were competent ortreasures, amid which the soul revels in rational liberty and intelligence, and . French writer pictures
to us the pious friends of the leading Catholic layman .. Mrs. Hecker was a woman of great energy of character and
strong religious nature. went to Chelsea to visit Brownson, to whom he partially revealed the state ofSt. Augustine, The
Philosophical Doctrines of, compared with the Ideology of the . The church can declare to be of faith only what God has
revealed, and her . to construct from her own materials a complete science of the rational order. The schools conducted
by laymen have advanced equally in a religious and a In the fifth, he investigates verbs and in the sixth, the remaining
parts of speech. And here Meric candidly owns that his father had been shaken by should at least have some established
notions of them upon rational principles. rise to those vindications of revealed religion which were published Prophets Part 1 Rational and revealed religion calmly and candidly investigated and compared. By a layman. Juan Alvarado
Anthropology , Books a la CarteAlthough the Quran has stimulated an exegetical literature comparable in ..
Intellectually respectable and articulate objections to revealed religion are I am, however, simply a philosopher of
religion investigating Islam s . Could a Muslim reasonably ignore or dismiss the secular rational challenge to traditional
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